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John Eben is forced to overcome his social anxiety after decades of isolation.
Although plagued by worry, he is able to land a job at the Terrington Psychiatric
Hospital and even meets a young, beautiful lady. Everything seems to be looking up
for John, but something continuously haunts him: Eve Thompson.
Eve is an eleven-year old girl convicted of killing her parents two years previous. The
little girl blames her non-existent twin sister for the crime and is locked away with a
diagnosis of split personality, but John feels something isn&#x2019;t quite right. What
if she really does have a twin that nobody knows about? John decides to search for
the truth, but with each new clue only more questions arise.
Saving Eve is the story of one man&#x2019;s attempt to solve all the mysteries in his
life&#x2014;how to overcome his anxious habits, how to find and maintain love, how
to grow as a human, and, most importantly of all, how to fit together all the critical
clues in the effort towards saving Eve.
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